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Delegate Mike Watson
A Small Business Owner. An Effective Delegate.
• Founded his own technology company, creating jobs for over 25 years.

Headlines tell the story of a hardworking
delegate who keeps his word and gets results.

• Co-founded the bipartisan Business Development Caucus.
• Consistently earning top ratings for pro-business votes.
• Member of the Hampton Roads Transportation Planning Organization.
• Champion of key local issues like widening I-64, promoting tourism,
supporting higher education, and attracting high-paying jobs.

Our local media tells the story of our elected officials.
What do they tell us about Delegate Mike Watson?

We have gotten used to negative headlines about our elected officials
Mike Watson’s headlines are different because he is a different kind of Delegate

Watson keys
on biz bills
Del. Mike Watson
(R-93rd) will apparently
devote himself to pro
business bills.

Watson Group
Carries 16 Bills
“They include measures to support homebased businesses, make licensing and
permitting more efficient, allow Virginia
manufacturers to bid on taxpayer-funded
projects, promote workforce development,
and reform worker’s compensation and
unemployment insurance”.

Jefferson Lab could be
in line for $3M
Watson, since elected in November has been
lobbying for the funds for Jefferson Lab.
Under the best case scenario, the laboratory
would more than double its employment adding
about 1200 to 1400 jobs.

Campaign in 93rd
differ on issues
“Watson made economic issues,
particularly business development
and expansion, his major area of
concern in his first term”

“Many people say they never see positive
news about their elected officials. Mike
Watson’s headlines are different because
he’s a different kind of delegate. That’s
why Mike Watson gets positive headlines.”

Watson Legislation
to the Rescue

Del Watson on way
to fulfilling campaign
promises

Watson Nabs ‘Freshman
Legislator of the Year’

Del. Watson emerges
as voice for business
“Jobs shouldn’t be a partisan issue… creating jobs
is what we need to pay for transportation and
education”

Del. Watson
Appointed to Regional
Transportation Group

Watson rank high
after first session
“Del Mike Watson had one of four 100%
pro-business voting records in the House
of Delegates”

College gains
millions at last
Del Mike Watson (R-93rd) led
two budget initiatives

• $ 2.25 million…to rehabilitate
Brafferton
• $ 1 million… for construction
of new Fraternity Row

